out of darkness'
Successful women believe they can
handle anything. But to battle
depression, they need to seek help.

FEW

PEOPLE

KNEW

ABOUT

the darkness that sometimes enveloped
Kathy Henson. To the outside world, she
was a success story, one of the nation's
top woman entrepreneurs, founder of a
temporary staffing firm with annual revenue of nearly $100 million.
"Kathy was the epitome of the businesswoman. She always had her game
face on," s~ys her best friend, Beverly
Wesley,president of The Wesley Group.,
a public relations firm."Shealwayslooked
like she was on top of the-world."
But while she donned designer suits,
touched up her makeup and plasterea
on a smile, Henson also took antidepressants and herbal remedies - yet still
sometimes suffered a depression so de- bilitating that she would ball up in a fetal position.
Henson's life eventually crashed in the
most dramatic way.Facing possiblebankruptcy stemming from her company's
unpaid federal taxes and beset by chronic health problems as well as the depression, she shot and killed her former boyfriend and herself.
While most executive women may
not reach the highs or suffer the lows of
Kathy Henson, many of them face the
desolation of depression. And like Henson, many will try to forge on while
masking their mental health problems.
About one in five women will have an
episode of major depression in her lifetime - a persistent sadness, hopelessness, decreased energy and loss of interest in life. Women are twice as
likelyas men to suffer from depression, and many will

remain undiagnosed or wrongly diagnosed. According to a federal government study by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, primary care
physicians detect only one-third to onehalf of all cases of major depression
among their patients.

A Career-Killer
Ellen McGrath, Ph.D., a Brooklyn,
N. Y- based psychologist who chaired
the Women and Depression Task Force
of the American Psychological Association, says undetected depression can be
one of the major reasons women step

off the corporate ladder. "They may say,
'I want more time for my life and my
kids,''' she says. "It finally catches up
with you and it becomes not worth it.
For women alreadystruggling to prove
themselves and push against workplace
obstacles, a history of depression can be
a career-killer. Making matters worse is
the sense of stigma attached to depression. More than half of the women who
miss work because of a depressive episode try to cover it up by giving anomer reason for their absence, according m
a surveysponsored by the National :\ Iertal Health Association and the Ameri=
r

Women's Health Association. Three out
of 10 women reported that they quit or
lost a job due to their depression, and an
equal number said depression "strongly
interferes" with their work life.
Depression is costly in other more
serious ways as well. Women are twice as
likely to attempt suicide as men (although men are more likely to die from
suicide), and often a seemingly small
problem is enough to push a depression
sufferer to the edge. Worse, many feel
there's nowhere to turn for help.
I Well-known male CEOs, such as former CNN President Tom Johnson, have
spoken publicly about their battles with
depression, yet there are few comparable role models fot career women to encourage openness."Women are very hesitant about reaching out for help when
they really need it," Wesley says. "They
want to keep things secret and quiet for
fear of looking weak."
Even when they recognize their bours
of depression,women who have achieved
successin
their professional
••....
.- livesmay believe they need..to solve their own prob~le;;'ls - tlie "pull-yourself-up-by-thebootstraps" philosophy. "This happens
to be one problem we can't easily fix by
ourselves,"McGrath says."We've got to
get help from other people to get it fixed."

The Lifelong Challenge
Julie Crozier was a freshman in college
when she first became filled with a kind
of dread or panic. Her heart raced. She
had no appetite. She lost more than 15
pounds. "Everything was coming in slow
motion. I couldn't concentrate, I couldn't
think," recalls Crozier, 36, who is now a
senior consultant with Ernst & Young
Health SciencesAdvisoryServices."Everything seemed gloomy and hopeless."
Depression remains a lifelong condicion for Crozier, although with medicacion. £he episodes are fewer and shorter
and don't affect her work life. Some 80
_er e - 0 people with depression re:?O;} -0 ueatment,
and she's one of
-_ill not embarrassed or ashamed
0: - _. - -.- sa~·sCrozier, who joined
:;. => ~orDepression Awareness to
-=:.=.-- _r ro oilier women like her. "I
_
::": a :ued.ical illness."
--: - =y_ Cr ~~r recognizes that she

=-

HOW DO YOU

DEPRESSED?
DEPRESSION

IS MORE

THAN

JUST

FEELING

SAD.

It's a pervasive, deep sadness that doesn't go away. Or it may be a
numbness, a sense that there is no more pleasure in life. According
to the Office on Women's Health of the u.s. Department of Health
and Human Services, you should see a doctor if you have one or
more of these symptoms for more than two weeks:
» Feeling sad, anxious or "empty"
» Feeling hopeless
» No interest in hobbies and activities

you once enjoyed

» Decreased energy
» Difficulty

staying focused, remembering

or making decisions

» Sleeplessness, early morning awakening, or oversleeping
and not wanting to get up
» No desire to eat, weight loss, or eating to
"feel better" and weight gain
» Thoughts of hurting yourself
»

Thoughts of death or suicide

» Constant physical symptoms that do not get better
with treatment, such as headaches or an upset stomach.

needs help, and possibly an adjustment
in medication, when she begins to feel as
if she'swalking around in a daze. Whatever she usually enjoys - a favorite television show, a party with friends, time
with family, a good book - may suddenly seem pointless. "I'll see friends just
because I know I should. I'll still make
myself do some things but I don't have
any pleasure in it," she says. "The worst
thing you can do is sit around and think
about your problems."
Or ignore them. Hard-charging career
women may develop coping mechanisms
that mask depression in the shorr run.
They may begin to binge-eat, or become
anorexic. They may "medicate" themselveswith alcohol or drugs. Or they may
just work harder.
Having a fulfilling career - being "focused and action-oriented on getting results" - can be a temporary antidote to
depression, McGrath says. But workaholic habits may also prevent one from
making emotional connections with
people or facing deeper personal issues.
Highly successful women who suffer

from depression do have casual friends,
bur they may lack close relationships and
attribute their "burned our" feeling to
stress, she says.
Stress is not, by itself, a cause of depression, notes Paula Clayton, M.D.,
medical director of the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention. "Stress
may be the precipitant, but I'm not sure
it has much to do with the final pathway," she says. "Getting out of the stressful job doesn't protect one from getting
depressed again."
Even during the most stressful times,
Lynne Boschee, 41, a communications
executive for a major retail company,
prided herself on being able to handle
whatever came her way. Then she gave
birth to her first child, and the hormonal changes sent her into an abyss. "A
black cloud descended on me unlike
anything I have ever known," she recalls. "I remember feeling an intense sorrow and a huge amount of anxiety."
At first she didn't want to admit that
she needed help. Ironically,she had been
the one at her brother's side when he

YOU CAN

FEEL BETTER
When you're depressed, you may believe you will
never feel good again. In fact, most people respond
to treatment. Under a doctor's care, patients may
find help through one or more of these treatments.
PSYCHOTHERAPY»
Both cognitive behavior therapy (trying
to change negative thinking or behavior) and interpersonal
therapy (working through relationship problems or other issues)
can be effective.
MEDICATION»
Antidepressants regulate mood by affecting
the brain's neurotransmitters. The choices include selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRls) such as Prozac and Zoloft,
and serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRls) such
as Effexor and Cymba Ita.
EXERCISE»
While exercise is not a cure for depression,
it raises the level of endorphins in the brain and lowers the
body's stress hormone, cortisol.

had suffered a major depressiveepisode.
And she knew family history is a major
risk factor for depression. Still, she convinced herself that she was OK.
She wasn't. She couldn't sleep. The
usual worries of a new mom became
anxieties she couldn't shake our of her
mind. "This was deep and lasting," she
says. "What distinguished it for me is
that I really didn't feel like myself. The
reactions I was having to things were not
typical for me."

want

more?
American Foundation
for Suicide Prevention
Conducts suicide prevention
projects and sponsors suicide
survivor support groups.
(afsp.org)
Depression and Bipolar
Support Alliance
Sponsors support groups
throughout th'e country and provides
education and advocacy.
(ndmda.org)

When she returned to work after her
maternity leave, she soldiered on and
thought she was doing a pretty good
job of acting like her old self. Bur her
boss detected postpartum depression
and took her aside. "He said, 'You'renot
OK, and here's what we're going to do
to support you,''' she recalls.
With psychotherapy and medication,
Boschee'sdepression finally lifted. It has
not recurred, even after the birth of her
second child. But it forever changed her
- for the better. "I'm more empathetic
and a better leader;' she says."I recognize
that good leadership doesn't mean you
have to look invincible all the time."
Boschee knows that many women
feat the stigma of depression and feel
they can't speak out. That makes her
more convinced that she needs to share
her story. "I want women to know this
disease is a disease, and it's not a measure of how capable we are to handle
things," she says. "If women were having heart attacks at the rate that we suffer from depression, there would be an
outcry, but it's something that we don't
talk about." i

Families for
Depression Awareness
Provides information and
support for families coping
with depressive disorders.
(familyaware.org)
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